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Day 1
Weave Runs

Create a start point with an object. Then 
collect as many items as you are able to 

carry from your house. Place one object one 
big step away from the start position and 
each of the rest one step away from each 

other until all objects are placed. You begin 
at the start and run in and out of all of the 

objects until you reach the end. 

Progression
- Why not try timing yourself?

- Try other movements; jumping, 
sidestepping, skipping or hopping.

Day 2
Create a mini golf course

Can you find as many objects as you can 
and see if you can design your own mini 

golf course? See if you can create at least 
3 holes.

Progression
- See if you can create 9 holes

- Can you be creative and use something to 
play the course with?

Day 3
Figure of 8

Grab a ball of your choosing that’s 
basketbal type size (footballs etc.). Attempt 

to bounce the ball between your legs as 
many times as you can in 60 seconds.

Progression
- Dribble whilst moving around and see how 

far you can get without losing control.

Day 4
Deck of Cards Challenge

Come up with your own workout cards. Write 
down each one on a different card. Try to 

come up with 20 different cards.

Progression
- Using a sibling or family member and shuffle 

the deck. Each pick 10 cards and then 
perform the movements with 30 seconds on 

each and a 30 second rest.
- Can you add any more than 20 workout 

moves?

Day 5
Balance Challenge

Find a flat object and try to balance it on top of 
your head. See if you can balance it for 30 

seconds.

Progression
- Put 2 objects 10 big steps apart. See if you 

can walk back and forth for 30 seconds 
keeping the object balanced

- Use a rounder object

Day 6
Journey Time

Go for a walk/run or bike/scoot with one or 
more family members.

Progression
- Set a distance and a time to achieve that 

distance in.
- Try and beat the time you achieve the 

ditance each time you do it. 

Day 25
Dynamic Routine

Practice all the dynamic stretches you 
knowl, holding each stretch for 10-15 

seconds.

Progression
- Can you create your own routine using 

those stretches to warm up ready for 
activity.

Day 26
Wall Ball

Grab a sibling or friend, a ball and find a 
wall. Stand 10 big steps away. Take it in 
turns to kick the ball at the wall. You can 

only have 1 touch before the other 
person kicks it and must hit the wall. If 

you have more than 1, or miss then your 
partner gets a point. First to 10.

Progression
- Why not try making the target smaller?

Day 27
Create a race track

Find objects around the house or the 
garden and create your own race track. 

Grab someone from your household or a 
friend and have some races with them.

Progression 
- Try doing different movements such as 

jumps and rolls around the race track you 
have created.

Day 28
Tic-Tac-Toe

Find objects around the house to create a 
4x4 grid for Tic-Tac-Toe (Noughts and 
Crosses). If you’re unsure, it looks like 

this: #. Create enough balls out of socks 
for 10.

Grab a partner and stand 5 big steps 
away. Each take turns throwing a pair of 
socks into a square with one player as 

0’s and one as X’s.

Progression
- Attempt to throw with your less-favoured 

hand.
- Increase the distance of the throw.

Day 29
Cricket

Select 4 objects to use as sticks and find an 
object as a bat and a ball. Set up 1 “stick” 10 
steps away from the other 3. Grab a friend or 

family member with 1 person batting, 1 person 
bowling with 6 goes each and then swap over. 

See how many times you can run back and 
forth with 1 point for every 2 runs.

Progression
- Bring in more family members if you can

Day 30
Pick ‘N’ Mix

Pick anyone of the 30 day challenges of 
your choice and do it again.

Progression
- Why not pick one or more and mix them 

together to create a new challenge. 

Day 7
‘Fun Fair’

Complete all of the following TWICE:

10 x Bunny Hops
10 x Burpees

10 x Sidesteps
10 x Mountain Climbers

10 x Squats
30 Second Heel Flicks

Progression
10 x Single leg squats (left)

10 x Single leg squats (right)
10 x Tuck Jumps 

10 x Sit-ups
10 x Scissors (forwards/backwards & 

left/right)

Day 8
Invent a Game

Can you invent a new game that you 
could play with a friend?

Progression
- Create some rules for your game

Day 9
Find and Seek

 
Grab a box, basket or bag and lets go…
You need to find the following objects:

- Something Yellow
- Something Red

- Something the same colour as you are 
wearing. 

- Something homemade
- An item that reminds you of a good time.

- Something funny

Oh… You need travel to collect those items 
in a different way for each item

Day 10
Crunch twists or Single 

leg squats
Choose to attempt either single leg squats 

for 1 minute or see how many crunch 
twists you can do in 2 minutes.

Progression
- Now try the opposite challenge, can you 

do it?

Day 11
Around The World

Grab a ball and see how many times you can 
pass the ball around your waist.  

Progression
- Try using 2 smaller balls and pass both of 

them at the same time.

Day 12
Squats or Lunges

Attempt to do as many squats or lunges as 
you can in 2 minutes.

Progression
- Now try the opposite challenge, can you 

do it?

Day 13
Shoulder Touches

Get yourself into a press-up position. One 
at a time, bring one hand up and touch the 
opposite shoulder. See how many you can 

do in 60 seconds. 

Progression
- Do the same again but instead, try in a 

plank position.

Day 14
Catch & Claps

Grab a ball. Throw it above your head and 
clap whilst the ball is in the air and then 
catch it again. See how many times you 
can do it without dropping the ball in 60 

seconds.

Progression
- Use a smaller ball

- Challenge yourself to see how many 
claps you can do in between throws.

Day 15
Bean Game

Write down as many beans as you can 
think of. Can you match a movement for 

every single one of those beans and then 
demonstrate each movement?

Progression 
- Now you must use different body parts 
and surfaces at home to perform each 

one.

Day 16
Hand Keepy Ups

Choose a racquet of your choice (or you 
can use your hand), grab a shuttle or ball 

(or create a ball of socks) and try the 
keepy up challenge; seeing how many 

times you can keep the ball up without the 
ball touching the ground

Progression
- Now try it using the backhand technique 

too.

Day 17
Squat Jumps

See how many squat jumps you can do in 90 
seconds.

Progression
- Extend the duration to 2 minutes
- Jump forwards and backwards

Day 18
Sally Leg raises

Use the song ‘sally up sally down. Start 
shoulder width apart, every time the song 

says ‘Sally Up’, you raise your legs up, 
keeping them straight at all times. When you 

hear “Sally Down”, you bring your legs 
down, however you are not allowed to touch 

the floor with your legs.

Progression
Attempt using the song for:

- Glute Bridges
- Sit-Ups

Day 19
Athletics Challenge

Create a mini athletics area. Challenge a 
friend or a sibling and see who can come 

out on top.
3 events:
- Shotput
- Sprint

- Long Jump

Progression
-Attempt to come up with more events. 
- Can you try the events backwards?

Day 20
Burpees

60 seconds of Burpees repeated 5 times. 
This challenge has 10 minutes to be 

completed or it must be restarted.   

Progression
- Try and extend the amount of time you do 

the burpees.

Day 21
Dance Routine

Choose a song you like, now can you 
come up with movements that last 90 

seconds to create your own dance 
routine? 

Progression
- Challenge a sibling or family member to 

join in and do the routine together.

Day 22
Standing Long Jump

How far can you jump? Find as many 
cushions or pillows from around your 

house and then put two side to side. Can 
you jump over it? If you can, add another 
one and attempt it again. Keep going until 

you can’t do anymore.

Progression
- Try a running long jump.
- Try doing the triple jump. 

*Remember to ensure you have created 
enough safe space & ask permission 

from a parent/guardian*

Day 23
Personal Improvements

Pick one of the following, which you find 
the most difficult to do:

- Yoga
- Dance
- Pilates

Search Youtube for a Yoga, Pilates or 
Dance video to follow. This video must be 

at least 6 minutes long or attempt two 
videos. 

Progression
- Convince a member of your household to 

join in with you. 

Day 24
Skill Challenge

Pick a skill you either want to improve or 
one you are good at and attempt to create 

your own practice or game to play or 
improve that skill.

Progression
- Include more than one skill in the 

practice. 
- Challenge another person to attempt 

Your practice. 


